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THE MAGIC OF THE PENTANGLE: 
DYNAMIC SYMMETRY FROM MERLIN TO PENROSE 
A. L. LOEB 
Department of Visual and Environmental Studies, Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, Harvard 
University, Cambridge, MA 02138, U.S.A. 
Abstract--Merlin the Magician instructs his charges Arthur and Kay in the secrets of dynamic symmetry, 
the logarithmic spiral, the golden fraction, -rectangle, and -triangle, Fibonacci numbers and the pentangle. 
The pentangle is central to the late fourteenth-century "Sir Gawain nd the Green Knight", to medieval 
sign theory as well as to recent research in quasi-periodic alloy crystals. 
1. THE BEETLES 
"What does he want with those beetles?" asked Kay. "He is training each of them to track the 
next one exactly, teaching each always to move at the same constant speed as the other three." 
replied Arthur. "He keeps mumbling about behaviourist conditioning" added Kay sceptically. 
The boys were used to Merlin's preoccupation with the patterns generated by animals [1], but 
they sensed that this time something special was up. Finally the day arrived when Merlin showed 
the boys a smooth board, one foot square, which he placed on the ground, with two edges pointing 
exactly north-south, the other two east-west. "We shall put one beetle at the north-west corner, 
facing east, the next one at the north-east corner, facing south, the third one at the south-east 
corner facing west, and finally the fourth one at the remaining corner, facing north" announced 
Merlin. And then he asked: "How far will each beetle need to travel to reach the nearest beetle 
he is facing? . . . .  Obviously one foot" declared Kay, who was not usually the first to answer. 
"Explain!" pressed Merlin. "Well, they started one foot apart, so if they all walk along the edge 
of the board . . . "  "There won't be anyone there when they get there!" interrupted Arthur. "Of  
course there will be someone there if they get there!" countered Kay. "What I mean," continued 
Arthur patiently, "is that the moment one beetle will crawl toward its neighbor, that neighbor will 
crawl towards its neighbor, and so on, so that each will be tracking a moving target". "Well, then 
they will never reach each other at all" concluded Kay, irritated at having spoken before he had 
thought. 
Merlin then took a piece of charcoal, and drew a very short arrow at each of the corners of the 
square, pointing in the direction in which the beetles were originally facing (cf. Fig. 1). He looked 
gravely at Arthur and Kay, and the boys recognized that twinkle in Merlin's eyes which meant 
"Maths". The Merlin spoke: "Let us suppose that each beetle had moved a very short distance 
before realizing that it had to adjust its direction in order to keep tracking its target", and he 
marked the length of each short arrow "ds", meaning, Arthur supposed, "distance". "Are the 
beetles any closer to each other than they were initially?" questioned Merlin. The boys took out 
some sticks to draw in the sand, and after some time Arthur concluded that the new distance 
between earest beetles could be found as the hypotenuse of a right triangle whose sides are (1 - ds) 
and ds: 
Distance 2 = (1 - ds) 2 + ds:. (1) 
At this point an argument erupted between the boys, because Kay insisted that the beetles were 
further apart than had initially been the case because of the additional term ds 2, whereas Arthur 
argued that the first term in the expression was diminished by more than the effect of the second 
term. Merlin interfered, however, by suggesting that the boys look at the figure formed by the four 
beetles in their new positions. "Why, they are still at the corners of a square!" exclaimed Kay, who 
was always good at visual games. "How does the diagonal of the new square compare with that 
of the original one?" asked Merlin. "It looks shorter" replied Kay. "Quite so, quite so" mumbled 
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Fig. 2. The beetles occupy corners Fig. 3. The shrinking square as 
of a slowly rotating shrinking it appeared to the boys in the 
square, whirli-jig. 
Merlin, pleased, and he dropped a perpendicular from the end of an arrow marked "ds" onto the 
diagonal of the original square (cf. Fig. 2). And then his eyes assumed that far-away expression 
which made the boys take note, as he continued: 
"Every time the beetles travel a distance ds along an edge of the square whose corners they 
occupied, they will arrive at the corners of a slightly smaller square which is also slightly rotated 
with respect to the original one, but whose center is located exactly where the center of the previous 
square was located. As the beetles keep tracking each other, they will occupy the corners of a 
shrinking, rotating square. For every distance ds traveled, their distance from the center decreases 
by an amount dr" he continued, marking "dr" on the wooden square. "Your homework for 
tomorrow is to find the relation between ds and dr" he concluded, picked up his board and beetles, 
and disappeared. 
The next morning Arthur and Kay turned up triumphantly. Kay had cut out a square piece of 
parchment. On it, he had drawn two diagonals, and he proudly showed that at any time the angle 
between the direction of travel of a beetle and the line drawn from that beetle to the center of the 
square must be forty-five degrees. "Therefore," added Arthur, "the relation between ds and dr is:" 
ds = dr. (2) 
"Splendid!" exclaimed Merlin, and gave the boys the rest of the day off to watch the jousts in 
observance of the approaching full moon. 
That night the boys were awakened by the kind of soft whisper which carries, and they saw the 
familiar silhouette of Merlin's cone-shaped hat outlined against the window. In no time they were 
outside. Merlin had a strange contraption which he called a "whirli-jig", in which he invited them 
to take a seat. The whirli-jig took to the air, and became suspended over the square board which 
Merlin had used in the previous day's lesson. At the corners were the four beetles, oriented just 
as Merlin had said they would be. As the insects began their quest, the whirli-jig turned almost 
imperceptibly, but at exactly at the same rate as the square whose corners were occupied by the 
beetles. As a result the square appeared to the boys to shrink, but to keep its edges in the same 
orientation (cf. Fig. 3). Then the moon disappeared behind the castle, and suddenly all was pitch 
dark. The beetles, it turned out, were luminescent, and so the boys could follow their progress in 
the dark. Since apparently the whirli-jig kept turning at the same rate as the square described by 
the positions of the beetles, the latter appeared to be crawling in a straight line toward the center 
of the squares. "Now we shall see whether the beetles will reach each other", whispered Kay, but 
his voice quavered a bit. Something seemed to be happening to the whirli-jig: it appeared to turn 
faster and faster. "Keep track of the beetles!" shouted Kay, but Arthur was feebly resisting nausea. 
Faster and faster did the whirli-jig whirl. "Help!" yelled the boys. . .  Then a crash...  When they 
came to, they found themselves in bed. 
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Fig. 4. The Beetles' Quest, collage by Deli Bloembergen. 
(From the Teaching Collection in the Carpenter Center for 
the Visual Arts, Harvard University. Reproduced with 
permission from the artist and the Curator.) 
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Fig. 5. Detail of Merlin's labeling. 
"Well," said Merlin smiling when they met the next morning, "Do the beetles ever catch up with 
each other? .... Why did we crash?" rebutted Kay peevishly. Merlin explained that the whirli-jig was 
set to rotate at exactly the same rate as the square whose corners were occupied by the beetles. 
"But why did the stupid creatures start running around?" complained Kay. "They did not speed 
up at all: I trained them to keep exactly the same speed throughout" replied Merlin calmly. "Wait 
a moment!" exclaimed Arthur, "remember that linear speed equals the product of angular velocity 
and the radius! That means that, in order to maintain constant speed, their angular velocity has 
to increase as they approach the center of the square! . . . .  Quite so." puffed Merlin. Kay then 
suggested retraining the beetles to maintain constant gular velocity. However, the boys feared 
that in that case the beetles would need to crawl more and more slowly, so that the experiment 
might never end. "Actually," found Kay somewhat to his relief, "they will touch shoulders before 
they reach the center." 
This notion touched off a debate between the boys, who feared that at constant speed the beetles 
would explode as a result of centrifugal force if they were largish, but if small enough to be immune 
to the centrifugal force, would need to speed up to immense angular velocities which would make 
their reunion less than comfortable. Merlin put a stop to the argument by asking how far the beetles 
would have had to travel if they were smaller than any dimension the boys could discern, until 
finally they did meet, regardless of the inconvenience. This question silenced the boys for the rest 
of the morning. 
It was not until the next afternoon that Arthur reappeared with an answer. He showed that every 
distance ds along the path of travel equaled x/~ times amount by which the beetles' distance from 
the center decreased. Since the beetles had started at the corners of a square whose edgelength is 
I ft, they had started at a distance ½x/~22 ft from the center. The sum of all little line segments ds 
would therefore have to be exactly ~7~ times ½x/~ ft, or 1 ft! "See, I was right after all!" bragged 
Kay. "But for the wrong reason!" added Merlin drily. 
The lady Delia, who is an artist at weaving fair tapestries, has immortalized the quest of the 
beetles in the design shown in Fig. 4. It shows the rotating shrinking square, and in outline the 
spiral path pursued by the beetles. As we know, Merlin remembered the future: he therefore could 
remember Newton and the calculus. Perhaps archeologists will some day discover the board, 1 ft 2, 
which Merlin used to instruct Arthur and Kay, and perhaps even, with infrared techniques, show 
that (cf. Fig. 5) Merlin labeled the perpendicular from the tip of ds to the diagonal r dO, the 
infinitesimal rc length corresponding tothe infinitesimal rotation of the shrinking square through 
an angle dO. 
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As Kay had discovered, the direction of travel was at 45 ° to the diagonal of the square, so that: 
rdO=-dr ,  dO d-~=-r ,  and r=½x/~e-°ft.  
Accordingly, Merlin remembered, the curve generated by the beetles is a logarithmic spiral. It 
is a tribute to his pedagogic powers that he had Arthur and Kay discover without he benefit of 
the calculus that the logarithmic spiral, even though it keeps turning indefinitely around the center, 
is actually finite in length. Kay's visual intuition and Arthur's analytical powers interacted to solve 
a problem which might have been beyond the power of either to solve by himself. 
The next day Merlin gave the boys a Nautilus shell. Arthur proposed putting it in Sir Ector's 
Zoological Museum (Sir Ector was Kay's father), but Kay wanted to keep it in his room. Merlin, 
who had anticipated this kind of argument, produced a finely cut diamond, with which he neatly 
sliced the shell in two halves, giving one half to each of the boys (Fig. 6). The chambers inside 
the shell were much admired; Merlin explained that every year the Nautilus adds a chamber to 
his shell. "Does he live in the chamber?" asked Kay. "NO", replied Merlin, "this air chamber serves 
to keep the Nautilus afloat. The volume of each year's chamber has to be proportional to the weight 
of the Nautilus that year. Accordingly, as the Nautilus grows, the size of the new chamber must 
be correspondingly larger than that of the previous year". As the boys measured the chambers, 
they discovered that the volume of each chamber was proportional to the total volume of the shell 
already there, in other words that the Nautilus's annual rate of growth was proportional to its 
actual size. 
As the Nautilus grows, therefore, so does its rate of growth: the consequences were dizzying. 
Merlin mumbled something about spiraling inflation, but noticing the boys' bafflement, quickly 
Fig. 6. Cross ection through aNautilus hell. 
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recovered himself, and showed them that in old age the Nautilus appeared to be running out of 
steam, generating faulty small chambers. 
The boys now had two spirals, one generated by the bugs, the other by the Nautilus. One spiraled 
inward, the other outward, but anyone unfamiliar with the process by which the spirals were 
generated, would not consider this distinction significant. Merlin sent Kay to fetch the parchment 
which he had used for the homework assignment, and showed that, although different in scale, the 
geometry drawn there prevailed throughout the beetles' travels: as their distance from the center 
decreased, their path curved more sharply, and the line element ds decreased, being proportional 
to the distance r from the center. Merlin proposed calling this type of spiral "proportional growth" 
spirals, and suggested that the boys look for other examples in nature. 
2. DYNAMIC SYMMETRY 
Some time passed while the boys were preoccupied with a large hunt, but when they reported 
for their next lesson, Merlin instructed each to draw a rectangle on the ground, to draw a diagonal 
joining two vertices of the rectangle, and to drop a perpendicular from a third vertex onto the 
diagonal, extending it till it met the opposite side of the rectangle. Arthur had chosen to start with 
a square, but Merlin persuaded him that, although in principle there was nothing wrong with 
starting with a square, he would not learn much from it, and accordingly ought to postpone 
consideration fthe square till later, when he understood the general example better. Merlin labeled 
Kay's figure with some letters, so that it looked like Fig. 7. Through the point E he drew a line 
EF parallel to the short sides of the original rectangle, dividing the latter into two rectangles. The 
intersection of this line EF with diagonal AC he called G. Of these two rectangles, rectangle BCEF 
was seen to be geometrically similar to the original rectangle ABCD, as their respective sides as 
well as their diagonals were perpendicular to each other. "When we substract rectangle BCEF from 
rectangle ABCD, to which it is geometrically similar," Merlin lectured, "we are left with rectangle 
AFED, which we call the gnomon of rectangle ABCD." After a puff on his pipe, which was stuffed 
with herbs because much to his regret obacco had not yet been discovered, he addressed Arthur: 
"Well, Mr Smarty, what would be the gnomon of your square?" Arthur squirmed a while much 
to Kay's delight, and finally concluded that in that case the line EF would coincide with AD, with 
the result that the gnomon of the square would have degenerated to a line. Kay, meanwhile had 
observed that rectangle BCEF already had one diagonal drawn in, as well as a perpendicular onto 
it, so he continued in analogy to the construction previously performed in rectangle ABCD. 
"Rectangle CEGH is geometrically similar to ABCD, and BHGF is the gnomon of BCEF" he 
announced proudly. Drawing IJ parallel to GE, he continued subdividing rectangles into smaller 
rectangles similar to the original ABCD and their gnomons (Fig. 8). 
"You could draw a proportional-growth spiral from A to B to C, then to E, G,/, etc." exclaimed 
Arthur excitedly. "Eventually you should finish at O," observed Kay. "If you ever get there!" added 
Arthur with a wink. Then the boys regarded Merlin gravely, for they knew that these momentous 
discoveries were usually followed by a lecture. 
Merlin indeed pontificated: "When we rotate a body, keeping it rigid, i.e. keeping all its 
dimensions intact, we perform a symmetry operation. However, when rotation is accompanied by 
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Fig. 9. Kay's assignment. 
scaling, that is to say by shrinking or expansion while the object remains geometrically similar to 
itself, we create a pattern which has dynamic symmetry [2]. The Nautilus shell has dynamic 
symmetry if all its chambers are similar to each other, and are rotated with respect to each other." 
The boys agreed that the pattern of nested rectangles drawn by Kay also possessed ynamic 
symmetry. 
3. THE SQUARE GNOMON 
Next Merlin produced two sheets of parchment ruled with horizontal and vertical ines so that 
the sheets were divided into small squares. To Arthur he assigned the task of fitting on the little 
squares a rectangle whose gnomon is a square. "Square Arthur!" mocked Squire Kay, who was, 
however, quickly diverted by his own assignment: Merlin drew a pair of adjacent small squares 
on Kay's sheet, producing a 1-by-2 rectangle (cf. Fig. 9). 
On the long side of the 1-by-2 rectangle Merlin drew a 2-by-2 square, so that a new rectangle 
appeared. "2-by-3" commented Kay. "Dynamic symmetry?" questioned Merlin. "No, for 1-by-2 
is not geometrically similar to 2-by-3" was the reply. "Your assignment", continued Merlin, "is 
to add a square to the long side of each new rectangle you generate, and to keep track of the ratio 
of the lengths of the sides of each new rectangle you construct." 
Merlin withdrew to devote himself to some of his mathematical tables, as he knew that the boys 
would be occupied for a while. Arthur appeared first, all hot and bothered. "It won't fit on the 
little squares" he complained. He showed Merlin [cf. Fig. 10(a)] that he had called the length of 
the longer side, AB, of the large rectangle 1: as the boys were not encumbered by the notion of 
standard measures, they were wont to establish a covenient unit for the problem at hand. For the 
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Fig. 10(a). Arthur's solution. Fig. 10(b). Kay's solution. 
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short side he used a symbol which we shall approximate by ~b, this symbol denoting a fraction. 
Dynamic symmetry ells us that the length of EC relates to that of CB just as that of CB does 
to BA, the latter being 1. "Therefore the length of EC must be ~b :'' he added proudly. Since the 
length DC, like AB, must be 1, that would make the length of DE equal to 1 - ~b ~. Then, if the 
gnomon rectangle AFED is to be a square: 
1 - ~2=~b 
or  
~2 = 1 - 4,. (3)  
At this point Kay interrupted: his sheet was full. "Patience!" admonished M rlin, and showed 
Arthur's condition for a square gnomon to Kay. Arthur problem was that he could not construct 
a rectangle whose edgelengths satisfied this condition. "Well, let us look at Kay's result first", 
proposed Merlin. Kay had constructed a series of rectangles [Fig. 10(b)], whose sides were in the 
ratios show in Table 1. 
Arthur was moping because he considered Kay's assignment childish, and he felt hat his own 
problem was not getting the attention it deserved. "Do any of these fractions atisfy our condition, 
Arthur?" asked Merlin, to keep his interest, and told him to call Kay's ratios f, and to tabulate 
and compare the values o f f  2 and 1 - f  by bringing them over a common denominator. At first 
Arthur complied sullenly, as the two columns did not appear to bear much relation to each other. 
Gradually, however, his sulk became transformed tointerest. He noted that the difference between 
the columns was always 1 divided by the square of the length of the longer side of Kay's 
corresponding rectangle, a quantity which rapidly became very small as one went down the table 
(cf. Table 2). Accordingly, Kay's rectangles appeared gradually to approach Arthur's condition for 
a square gnomon! "But how far must we go on with Kay's construction?" asked Arthur rather 
plaintively. 
Table 1. Ratios Table 2, Testing Kay's fractions in Arthur's 
of sidelengths equation 
of Kay's rectan- 
gles f f2 1 - f  
1/1 I/1 111 0 
1/2 1/2 1/4 112=2/4 
2/3 2/3 4/9 1/3=3/9 
3/5 3/5 9/25 2/5=10t25 
5/8 5/8 25/64 3/8=24/64 
8/13 8/13 64/169 5/13=65/169 
13/21 13/21 169/441 8/21 = 168/441 
4. FIBONACCI'S NUMBERS 
To answer Arthur's question, Merlin took the boys to a wooded section of Sir Ector's castle 
grounds. This was the signal that Merlin was going to "remember": he preferred not to be observed, 
and the boys knew that they would never be able to share in Merlin's magic if they so much as 
breathed a word of what they had witnessed. This time Merlin produced some magnificent 
garments, which he declared to be the height of fashion in Pisa in Italy around the year 1200 A.D. 
Donning these, he assumed the form of one Leonardo, known as Fibonacci, a mathematician 
who advocated the use of Arabic numerals rather than the Roman system so revered by the 
great Uther Pendragon. (As we have observed, Merlin had taught he boys the Arabic system all 
along!) Leonardo smiled kindly upon a rather frightened Kay, and instructed him to tabulate 
the lengths of the short sides of his rectangles. Somewhat shakily, Kay produced: 
1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21. . .  Arthur, who was a bit jealous of the attention Kay was getting, 
commented that each number could be calculated as the sum of the previous two. "That follows 
directly from my construction!" rejoined Kay. Then Leonardo known as Fibonacci slowly faded 
into the familiar Merlin, who declared that that had been enough excitement for one day. 
The next day Arthur turned up early: he had extended Fibonacci's eries way out, beyond 200, 
but noted that he could never quite attain his condition for a square gnomon. "Well," said Merlin, 
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"suppose that your fraction ~b equalled the ratio p/q, where p and q are both integers. We may 
assume that p and q have no common factors, because if they did, we would factor them out of 
the ratio." Merlin then substituted this ratio in Arthur's equation (3), and produced: 
p(p + q) = q2. (4) 
"We know that p and q may not both be even, as they do not share a common factor. Why don't 
you make a table of all possible combinations of even and odd!" he suggested. Arthur quickly came 
up with: 
P q 
Even Odd 
Odd Even 
Odd Odd 
Kay had joined the discussion. " I f  p is even, what does that tell us about the left-hand side of 
equation (4)?" Merlin asked Kay. "Why, it must be even" was the answer. "But then the right-hand 
side must also be even, and that would make q even as well, which it isn't" said Arthur. " I f  p is 
odd, and q is even, then their sum is odd" added Kay. "The left-hand side of the equation will 
then be the product of two odd numbers, which is odd, but the right-side would be even as q is 
even, so we once more are led to a contradiction to the equation" Merlin pointed out. "I guess 
p and q must both be odd" sighed Kay. Arthur, however, observed that in that case their sum would 
be even, so that the left-hand side would be even and the right-hand side odd, which also was 
impossible. "We must have overlooked another possibility" thought Kay. "Such as that our 
assumption that ~b is expressible as a ratio of two integers might not be valid" suggested Merlin. 
"That would be the only possibility remaining" concluded Arthur. "That is why I could not fit 
the rectangle having a square gnomon on the little squares on my parchment." Merlin explained 
that that rectangle is considered very powerful: therefore it is called the "golden" rectangle, and 
the irrational fraction ~b is called the "golden" fraction. The notion that not every fraction is 
expressible as a ratio of integers was somewhat of a shock to the boys. Explaining that such 
fractions are called irrational, but that the golden fraction ~b can be closely approximated by the 
ratio of successive Fibonacci numbers, Merlin dismissed them for the day, and withdrew to his table 
of the powers of the golden fraction. 
Using equation (3) he reduced each higher power of the golden fraction to lower powers: 
4,=o~ 
4~3 = 2~b - 1 
~4 = 2 - 3q~ 
~,~ = 5~ - 3 
~6=5-84, 
etc. 
"Since ~b is positive, the le•hand side of each equation must be positive" he mumbled. But that 
means that ~ must be less than 1, greater than 1/2, less than 2/3, more than 3/5, less than 5/8, 
etc., in other words alternately bounded above and below by ratios of successive Fibonacci 
numbers." Generalizing, Merlin then found an expression for the n th power of the golden fraction: 
~b ~ = ( -  1) n+ t (a~ - b,), (5) 
where a~ and b~ are constants still to be determined. To determine these two constants, he obtained 
~b TM from equation (5) in two different manners, and then equated the results. First he rewrote 
equation (5) substituting n + 1 for n: 
q~n+t  = (_  1 )n+2(a~+l~ b _ bn+ ,). (6) 
Secondly, he multiplied both sides of equation (5) by tk: 
~n+l = ( _  1)~ + t(a~b2 _ b, th). 
Since tk2= 1 -~b, this last equation becomes: 
~b n+l = ( -  1)n+ 2[(a, + bn)~ - an]. (7) 
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Equations (6) and (7) are equivalent if b, + 1 = a, and a, + 1 = a, + b,, so that a, + i = a, + a,_ ~. This 
is precisely the recursion relation which Arthur and Kay had found for the Fibonacci numbers; 
we may conclude that the numbers a~ are in point of fact the Fibonacci numbers, so that 
q~" = ( .  1) "+ I(a.~b - a._ 1)- (8) 
Since 4~ < 1, ~b" will tend to zero when n becomes very large. As a result the right-hand side of 
equation (8) will also tend to zero when n becomes very large, so that Merlin assured himself that 
when n is sufficiently large, ff may be closely approximated by the ratio of a._ ~ to a.. Moreover, 
the left-hand side of that equation yields an estimate of the magnitude of the error implied by this 
approximation. Satisfied that what he had led his young charges to discover was indeed sound, 
Merlin took a small snifter of his favorite yet-to-be-invented cognac, and drifted off to sleep. 
5. THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE 
There was some to do with King Lot of Lothian, and its was some time before Arthur and Kay 
could resume their lessons. But one morning Kay was pounding a peg in the ground, to which he 
attached a string. A pointed twig tied to the other end of the string enabled Kay to draw fine circles 
in the sand. Merlin suggested that he draw an isosceles triangle, labeling its apex (where the two 
sides of equal length meet) C, the base vertices A and B. Next he was instructed to construct a
second isosceles triangle having A as its apex, B as one base vertex, and the second base vertex, 
D on the line segment BC. This Kay could do easily with the aid of his twig-string-and-peg 
apparatus (Fig. 11). 
Merlin noted that, of course, CAB is similar to ABD, and he proposed that ADC be called the 
gnomon of CAB, in analogy to the rectangle gnomon which the boys had learned about before 
the King Lot of Lothian to do. "Could the gnomon also be isosceles?" wondered Merlin. Kay 
called the magnitude of angle ACB "F" ,  and, noting that the sum of the angles of a triangle is 
180 ° and that angles CAB and CBA are equal, he assigned the latter two angles the values 90 ° - ½F. 
The angle ADB necessarily has the same value, as BAD is isosceles, with the result that its 
supplement, angle CDA equals 90 ° + ½F. Angle CAD would have to be equal to F if CAD is to 
be isosceles. Since all angles of triangle ACD must add up to 180 ° angle ACB equals 36 °. 
Meanwhile Arthur, who had joined them, came up with a different approach. Calling, according 
to custom, the l ngth of side AC 1, and that of base ABf,  he noted that the similarity of triangles 
A CB and BAD would make the length of line segment BD equal to f2; since the length of BC would 
also be 1, line segment CD would have length 1 - f t .  BAD being isosceles, the length of AD would 
be the same as that of AB, namely f. Therefore CAD is isosceles only if 
1 _f2 =f. (9) 
"The equation for the golden fraction!" exclaimed Kay, excited. Merlin summarized that, indeed, 
the isosceles triangle whose apex angle is 36 ° is singularly important because its baselength equals 
the product of the golden fraction and its sidelength, and its base angles are just twice the apex 
angle, namely 72 ° . The golden gnomon, on the other hand, has base angles of 36 ° , whereas the 
apex angle equals three times that, namely 108 °. The sidelength of the gnomon equals the product 
of the golden fraction and its baselength, the reverse of the relationship for the golden triangle. 
"The magic of the golden triangle and the golden gnomon lies in the fact that their angles are all 
multiples of 36 °, and that their sides are all related to each other by the golden fractions" revealed 
Merlin. He marked all these relationships on Kay's sand drawing (cf. Fig. 12), and then assigned 
Arthur for the next day a calculation of the fraction of the area of ACB occupied respectively by 
its two component triangles, golden triangle BAD and golden gnomon CAD. 
To Kay Merlin assigned the task of enumerating all triangles whose angles are integer multiples 
of 36 ° . Kay solved his assignment as follows. He assigned to the desired angles the respective values 
i. 36 °, j .  36 ° and k. 36 °, where i, j and k are positive integers. Since the sum of these angles must 
be 180 °, i + j  +k  = 5. Merlin added approvingly: "Without loss in generality we may assume 
0 ~< i ~<j ~< k, for it does not matter which of the three angles is designated by i, which by j, and 
which by k." 
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Fig. 12. Golden triangle and golden gnomon. 
Kay then found that there are only two solutions to the last equation, namely the combinations 
(1, 2, 2) and (1, 1, 3), yielding the triangles having respective angular combinations (36 °, 72 °, 72 °) 
and (36 °, 36 °, 108°). "The golden triangle and its gnomon!" added Arthur. "Quite so, they are 
unique." Merlin ruminated. 
To follow Arthur's solution to his area assignment, we need to realize that Merlin, not wanting 
to educate the boys in the prevailing superstitious belief of the supremity of the square, had 
introduced areas by the basic relationship that the ratio between the areas of geometrically similar 
figures equals the square of the ratio between the lengths of corresponding lines in those figures 
[3]. Accordingly, Arthur began the next morning with the observation that: 
Area(ABD ) /Area(CAB)  = (Length BD /Length AB)  2 = ck 2. 
Hence, 
Area(CAD ) /Area(CAB)  = 1 - ck 2 = 4,. 
Thus, the golden fraction represents he fraction of the large golden triangle occupied by the golden 
gnomon, and the smaller golden triangle has an area equal to the product of the golden fraction 
and the area of the golden gnomon. 
Merlin summarized the boys' sand drawings as follows: when the smaller golden triangle is 
subtracted from the larger golden triangle, a golden gnomon results. "Now what would happen 
if we had added that gnomon to the larger triangle?" he asked. The boys noted that the sides AD 
and CD were the same length as the base AB of the larger golden triangle, and therefore came up 
with the following construction (Fig. 13), noting that the sum was a larger golden gnomon, whose 
sidelength was 1, and whose baselength (1 + th). 
Since this golden gnomon had the same sidelength as the original golden triangle, the boys 
decided to juxtapose them, producing, not too surprisingly, a larger golden triangle, having 
sidelength (1 + ~b), and baselength 1 (Fig. 14). 
Arthur then remembered that for the golden triangle the baselength equaled the product of the 
golden fraction and the sidelength, so that one would expect: 
1/(1 + q~) = 4~. (10) 
"Is that correct?" he asked with some hesitation. "Why not multiply both sides of that equation 
by (1 + q~)" suggested Merlin. The result, 1 = q~ + q~2, agreed nicely with the equation first found 
for the golden fraction [equation (3)]. Suddenly Merlin drew himself up, pulled his cloak around 
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Fig. 13. The sum of a golden triangle and 
a golden gnomon is agolden gnomon. 
1 
Fig. 14. The sum of a golden triangle and a 
golden gnomon isa golden triangle. 
him, appeared to grow several inches, and intoned: "DIVISION BY THE GOLDEN FRACTION 
IS EQUIVALENT TO MULTIPLICATION BY THE GOLDEN-FRACTION-PLUS-ONE!" 
The boys nudged each other and giggled: they were used to Merlin's magical incantations, which 
were intended for those who were incapable of understanding, and therefore had to be persuaded 
to accept on faith [4]. They spent the remainder of the day cutting out golden triangles and 
gnomons whose dimensions were related by the golden fraction, and the next morning they brought 
in a wealth of designs. One design [Fig. 15(a)] was very irregular: Arthur had carefully marked 
the lengths of all line segments, checking the baselength to side-length of each triangle. Another 
design, [Fig. 15(b)] was, on the other hand, very symmetrical. One design in particular pleased 
Merlin (Fig. 16). 
"The pentangle is a very powerful figure." hesaid. "It is a five-pointed star: it possesses five-fold 
rotational symmetry. As you can see, it encloses a smaller pentagon, and in turn it is generated 
by the diagonals of a larger pentagon. The entire structure therefore possesses dynamic symmetry 
as well, and the diagonals divide each other according to the golden fraction." He then labeled 
the various distances, using the distance relations which the boys had found for the golden triangles 
and gnomons. The spaces between the points of the pentangle could be filled by gnomons, with 
the pentagon resulting. In turn, larger golden triangles can be added to each side of the pentagon, 
generating a larger pentangle. Since it was shown that larger golden triangles and gnomons can 
be fashioned out of smaller ones, as long as their dimensions are related by the golden fraction, 
it would appear that the entire plane can be covered by replicas of a single pair of golden triangle 
and gnomon. "Except for the central pentagon" reminded Arthur. Kay, however, quickly 
constructed a pentagon out of a single golden triangle and two gnomons to fill the gap (Fig. 17). 
6. SIR GAWAIN 
Merlin knew, as the boys did not, that their idyllic existence was not to last much longer. The 
awesome day arrived when Arthur pulled the sword from the stone and was revealed to be the 
son of King Uther Pendragon and Queen Ygraine [5]. On the night of that glorious day Arthur 
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Fig. 15. Designs using golden triangles together with golden gnomons. 
was visited by a mysterious woman who did not reveal to him that she was his half sister Morgause; 
a result of that visit was the birth of Mordred. By the time of Mordred's birth Morgause had 
married King Lot of Lothian, whose domains included the remote Orkneys, and to whom she bore 
four more sons, the eldest being Gawain [6]. 
Merlin hated Morgause for what she had done, knowing that Mordred would eventually destroy 
Camelot; Morgause never ceased in her attempts tO learn Merlin's magic. After King Lot's death 
she managed through hertrickery to injure Merlin and thus to decrease his powers. Arthur became 
King, married Guinevere and founded the Order of the Round Table at Camelot. When he 
discovered the intrigues of his half sisters Morgause and Morgan, he sent for them and for 
Morgause's five young sons. He banished his sisters to a nunnery and educated the boys at his 
court. 
Merlin, meanwhile, had in his dotage become nchanted by a young lady, Nimuwe, to whom 
he taught his magic. An apt student, she trapped him in his crystal cave, where he remains locked 
to this day; it was believed that the day will come when Merlin will reappear [7]. 
Fig. 16. The pentangle generated from golden 
triangles and golden gnomons. 
Fig. 17. Pentagon constituted from a golden triangle 
and two golden gnomons. 
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Fig. 18. The endless knot on Sir Gawain's shield. 
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One year, when the Court at Camelot was celebrating the Christmas eason, a gigantic green 
knight appeared [8], challenging the King to combat. Young Gawain begged his uncle Arthur to 
be allowed to meet the challenge, which was to cut off the knight's head, and to meet him for a 
return match a year later. Gawain complied, but to everyone's amazement the knight calmly put 
on his head and departed. Gawain spent most of the year in courtly activities of one kind or other, 
but by All Saints' Day the time had come for him to take his leave and to meet his challenger at 
the rendez-vous agreed upon, the Green Chapel. There was great sorrow at Camelot, for Gawain 
was much beloved, and considered the perfect and pure knight. 
When Gawain departed on his perilous journey, Arthur noted that the device on Gawain's hield 
was an endless knot (Fig. 18). He quickly looked at Sir Kay, who as usual was nearby, and who 
had also recognized Merlin's pentangle. What Arthur and Kay knew to be a composite of five 
golden triangles, was considered byothers to be a knot with no beginning nor end, hence symbolic 
of eternity and perfection [9]. They observed that the five straightline segments of the knot divide 
each other into two portions whose lengths are related to each other by the golden fraction. 
We are, unfortunately, not permitted to follow Gawain on his quest after the Green Knight. Just 
one hundred years ago, in 1888, a Connecticut Yankee named Hank Morgan also traveled back 
in time to visit Camelot [10]. This opportunity exists just once every century, and we have ourselves 
taken advantage of it to observe the education of young Arthur and Kay. We are returned to a 
library in our own century, where we may peruse the story as told by the anonymous poet of the 
late fourteenth-century. We note that our anonymous poet suspended the action of his story for 
as much as fifty lines [11] in order to describe Gawain's pentangular device, and commented that 
what the less sophisticated considered an endless knot, was known by people of learning to be a 
symmetrical composite [11, pp. 27 and 30]. We note also that this twentieth-century (R. G.) Arthur 
stresses the centrality of sign theory to medieval thought, and it is significant that the index of his 
book Medieval Sign Theory and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight contains 15 references to the 
pentangle, two more than to the Green Knight himself! 
R. G. Arthur further makes reference to medieval interest in the concept of infinity, and its 
relation to divinity, citing Nicolas of Cusa [12] and Anselm [13]. He is not the only one [14-19] 
to emphasize the allegorical aspect of medieval stories, in particular of Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight. It was expected that these stories would be understood at different levels of meaning: the 
knowledgeable r ader understands symbols uch as the pentangle, and is educated or edified by 
them. 
It is in this spirit that I have presented these lessons from Merlin. It is believed that Arthur and 
Merlin did indeed exist at the time of Saxon invasions of the British Isles, and that they may have 
descended from Roman aristocracy. They represent an "old religion", perhaps Roman, Mithraic 
or early Christian. Nennius, a Welsh priest, mentions Arthur in his Historiae Britonum around 
800 A.D. Arthur, Kay and Mordred appear in Welsh poetry about the same time [20]. Geoffrey 
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of Monmouth brought history and legend together in his History of the Kings of Britain, written 
in Latin around 1135; it is in the later Middle Ages that the Camelot raditions grew and became 
unified, notably through the writings of the French poet Chrestien de Troyes between ca 1170 and 
1180, through the anonymous late fourteenth-century Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, and 
through Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur in the second half of the fifteenth-century. Notable is Robert 
de Boron's triology on the Holy Grail, of which the middle book is devoted entirely to Merlin [21]. 
Our view of Camelot is thus characteristic of the late Middle Ages rather than of the sixth-century 
when the events are reputed to have taken place: the authors told the story as they felt it ought 
to have happened. "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight" tells us, beside an interesting story, that 
in the fourteenth-century there was an acute interest in abstract ideas, in particularly in the 
symbolic significance of the symmetry of geometric figures as well as in the concept of infinity. 
Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur received wide circulation as a result of William Caxton's printing 
at Westminster in 1485, the very year when Henry VII assumed the throne of England. Henry, the 
first Tudor king, was a Welshman, much interested in symbolism and allegory; it was he who put 
about he great myth of the Tudor double rose, symbolizing the union of the red Lancastrian and 
white Yorkist rose [22]. Christopher Morris points out that there are elements of truth in the 
popular belief that Welshmen are apt to be a little "fey" and yet the possessors of sharp eyes for 
the main chance, romantics with a curious streak of realism .. . .  Henry Tudor did possess these 
qualities, and it is not insignificant that he called his eldest son Arthur! 
By contrast the twentieth-century Dutch author Jaap ter Haar [23] has attempted to strip the 
Arthurian legends of what he considered late-medieval romantizations; in doing so, he has deprived 
the story of precisely the mystical/rational dichotomy which lends the late middle ages a special 
fascination. Such "magical" and "informed" interpretations of patterns are characteristic aswell 
of our own times: the work of M. C. Escher and R. Buckminster Fuller is being interpreted not 
only by the "people with learning", as the Gawain poet calls them [24-26] but is also being 
embraced by groups embracing various belief systems, who appear to be edified and inspired by 
what they see and read. A significant recognition of this trend is the exhibition shown in the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art and the Gemeente Museum in the Hague, entitled The Spiritual 
in Art: Abstract Painting 1890--1985 [27]. 
7. MERLIN UNLEASHED? 
Merlin lived and was trapped in a crystal cave. We may therefore conclude that his power was 
derived from a knowledge of crystals, minerals and metals, an interest not surprising in Cornwall, 
where much of the legends around Merlin originated, and where the Phoenicians had established 
a mining and metal industry. The "Morte d'Arthur" commemorates a civilization which had 
perished; it was followed by what is commonly referred to as "the dark ages". We must not forget, 
however, that around the Mediterranean the geometry of the Greeks continued to flourish, notably 
in Alexandria, and that the Arabs made extensive use of mathematics in their architecture and 
design. 
It appears that tessellations of the Euclidean plane (a filling of the plane by means of replicas 
of only a finite number of forms without any overlaps or interstitial spaces) by golden triangles 
together with their gnomons was known by Islamic designers [28]. We have seen [cf. Figs 15(b) 
and 16] that such designs are apt to possess five-fold rotational symmetry. It is known that the 
existence of a center of five-fold rotational symmetry precludes translational symmetry in that plane 
[29]. Therefore, if a golden-triangle-gnomon tili g has a center of five-fold rotational symmetry, 
then such a tiling, even though infinite in extent, cannot be periodic. Such non-periodic tilings 
appear to have been known to Islamic designers, but they were ignored by crytallographers until 
a British mathematician of possibly Cornish antecedents, Roger Penrose, published an analysis of 
them in 1974 [30]. 
This demonstration f the possibility of non-periodic tilings gave credibility to the discovery by 
Shectman et al. [31] of apparent five-fold rotational symmetry in rapidly cooled aluminum- 
magnesium alloy crystals. The diffraction patterns of this alloy was sharp; this had been assumed 
to be a characteristic of periodic rystals. This assumption, however, would be untenable if the alloy 
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crystal did indeed have five-fold rotat ional  symmetry. Intr iguing also was the observat ion of  the 
golden fraction 4) in the spacing of  br ight spots in the diffraction pattern [32]. 
Thus, an understanding of  the pentangle and of  its components  the golden triangle and its 
gnomon,  overcame the superst it ion that all crystals are periodic [33]. Indeed, it has been shown 
that three-dimensional  nalogs o f  the Penrose til ings will have sharp diffraction patterns, and 
addit ional  mater ials  have been found having quasi-per iodic structure [34, 35]. 
8. EP ILOGUE 
It appears as if Merl in does occasional ly escape from his crystal cave. The appearance o f  
Ar thur ian  sagas dur ing the waning o f  the Middle Ages heralded an age of  renewed nat ional  
awareness in England. At  a different level, however, we note in the same per iod the interest in 
concepts and patterns remarked upon in "Sir  Gawain" ,  as well as the rediscovery of  l inear 
perspective. Edgerton [36] has noted that this new representat ion of three-dimensional  space has 
had substantial  consequences in the development of  an industr ial  society. R. G. Ar thur  [37] reminds 
us that August ine stressed the dist inct ion between res and signa, between thing and sign. The endless 
knot  is res as well as signa, (R. G.) Ar thur  reminds us. And  so l inear perspective, signa in painting, 
was res in architecture. 
In our  own day, the dual ity of  res and signa emerges in our  assignment of  different functions 
to the two different sides of  the brain. I tried in my character izat ion of  Ar thur  and Kay  to contrast  
the predominant ly  analyt ical  and the pr imar i ly  intuitive, as I have observed it in my own classroom. 
The reemergence of the pentangle in the abstract mathemat ica l  work  of  Penrose and in Shectman's 
research on real mater ials  may be seen as a signa/res duality. Certainly R. G. Ar thur 's  interest in 
Medieval  sign theory, and notably  his emphasis on the pentangle remarkably  complements the 
s imultaneous work in natural  science on quasi-crystal l ine order. 
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